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Background
1. The 2O11 postcode is comprised of a number of small villages.
2. There are some 19,000 residents, among them a high percentage of knowledge workers,
professionals and blue collar workers.
3. This area has had a long and varied history and it continues to evolve. Over the past few years we
have seen the area become safer with the dramatic impact of legislation introduced to reduce the
alcohol-fuelled violence that had been previously plaguing oui neighbourhood. New restaurants,
wine bars and smalldaytime businesses are now moving into the area and are flourishing.
Current Residents Want to Preserve their Amenity
Council, it seems, is now looking at measures that risk taking residents and small businesses down the
path of creating an oversupply of outside dining areas with the likelihood of reducing amenity and also
possibly damaging the economic viability of those bars and restaurants that cunently exist.
The first two points that Council has on its list for review are:
(1) simplify applications, and
(2) extend licenses
with the likely result that there will be more places established with later night trading and/or more
drinking during daytime hours. These changes automatically make for more noise as intoxicated people
have scant regard for anyone else but themselves. To this will be added more noise from delivery vans
and garbage trucks.
Consideration of applications should include an analysis of factors such as accessibility, topography,
number of pedestrians, and width of footpath.

There is a need for better and more time/cost effective methods for ensuring that premises trading in
high density residentialareas actually are in compliance with their DAs or FAs.
There is a need for issues relating to garbage disposal and noise created by access vehicles to be
addressed and resolved.

Hof Spofs:
Llankelley Lane and Challis Avenue
Llankellev Lane
This is congested by day and by night. There are issues with access due to high foot traffic and also the
popularity of some of these venues as suppliers of coffee and light meals. There are also issues with the
noise of music playing at one venue that disturbs the quiet enjoyment of patrons at another.

Residents in small apartmento facing this laneway report suffering from incessant noise from the early
hours of the morning until late into the evening. These residents are entitled to some quiet time when
they do not have noise from restaurants and coffee shops.

Action for Council: Look at a better mix of businesses in this laneway rather than opening it up to more
bars/restaurants.

lnconsistenciee in Trading Hours, Clean Ups and Frequency of Visits by Rangers
LL Restaurant in Llankelley Lane has been asked to move patrons inside by 10:00pm. I have also been
informed that cafes on Darlinghurst Road move people inside before 10:00pm.
Challis Avenue - Fish Cafe and Yellow House, 57 Macleay $treet.
Despite this being a densely populated area, restaurants here seem to be somewhat privileged and
continue to serve people out on the pavement until 11:00pm.

Yellow House is a particular problem for nearby residents. lt has a balcony that is part of their property and residents can be subjected to shouting and forced laughterfor hours on end as it trades all day
Saturday, Sunday and seven nights per week. There is an ongoing issue with their closing time and
clean up. Their pack up can be as late as 12:45 am on a Saturday or Sunday morning and they
regularly throw bags of bottles into bins, break cardboard boxes and slam the lids of bins well after
11:00pm.
Similarly, Fish Cafe's clean-up is audible with similar noise from throwing bags of bottles and moving
bins.

Another source of noise is patrons leaving these restaurants in large groups, yelling for taxis and
generally conversing loudly due to excessive alcohol consumption.
There is lack of clarity as to when these restaurants should bring people in from outside to pack away
furniture and remove garbage without waking the entire neighbourhood.
It seems unfair that some restaurants are compliant with stringent clean up practices and are fearfulof
the consequences if caught out, whereas others seem to think residents are lucky if they do comply.

Challis Avenue is a major thoroughfare for people on their way to and from work. Challis Avenue can be
so crowded with patrons that footpath access is impossible.

The Need for Regulations and More Effective Monitoring
My recommendation is to have more transparency with regard to the DAs and FAs with which
restiaurants must comply. They need to be accessible to anyone and written in clear understandaple
English, setting out what time the restaurants can serve until, what time does their clean up outside need
to be completed by, how many people can they have on the street waiting in a queue, etc.
The Yellow Restaurant is meant to have people inside by 11:00pm, yet often they are still serving after
this time. This demonstrates a loose adherence to their DA.

Calling Rangers for Breaches and Noise lssues
This is next to useless as a source of solution. Restaurants, bars, etc. must be encouraged to comply'
with immediate graded oonseguences for breaches. A resident may have to callor lodge many, many
complaints before Rangers attend. And it is rare for them to actually arrive in time to witness the breach:
therefore, the breach is deemed not to have occuned. Council does not issue three wamings for parking
flnes. Why then do so for breaches when the restaurant ought to know what their trading terms are?

Permlt Photographic Evideice of Breaches
This would save time and frustration. lf residents had a better and more effective complaints pro@ss,
they might make less harsh demands on restaurants, bars etc., because they would be assured of action
being taken to rein in breaches of DAs and FAs.

The Future lor 2O1l
Residenis want a diverse mix of businesses as wellas an array of restaurants, bars and coffee shops
from which to choose. Keeping the village atmosphere, being aware of the impacts of clustering,
appreciating the limits of the geography, and putting resldents' needs first will ensure that the 2011
pbitcoOe continues to be a placawhere people enjoy a wonderful lifestyle and where people want to
come to visit and to live.
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Note: Helen Crossing was elected Convenor of 20ll Residents Association Inc in 2013 and has been a resident of
tha 2011 postcode area since 2006. She commutes to her workplace in the CBD.

